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HOW THE THOUGHT OF FAITH IN GOD CAN DRAG YOU INTO DEPRESSION
As God and most of the stuff about him is unknown and unknowable it follows that as the unknown can trigger depression
that it could be down to your spiritual beliefs whether they are explicit or there in spirit. If you are conditioned to believe
that a strong trust in God is the way to happiness that belief if unsuitable for you or if you fail to trust enough will do you
harm. And even more so when you think that God should be all that really matters. What if you at some level think you
need depression from God?

The person who feels terrible at the thought that God's love does him no good is actually realistic.
Love is willing the wellbeing of another. God can will it for us but it does not follow that he will give us what is best for us.
Evil exists so it follows that I might have to suffer the uttermost agony forever for some purpose. God is not a physical
entity so he has no feelings for us. Surely as feelings are of great importance to us we want a God who has feelings for us?
If God becomes a man so that he can feel love for us that still suggests that in himself he does not have feelings. If he had
feelings he would need to become man to have them. The God who may love us but has no feelings to us will only make us
suffer. Its not natural for us to be happy with such a God. Its emotional atheism.

Christians are expected to appreciate the mere fact that God loves them whether he can act on it or not.
Knowing that will only make depression far worse.
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God's willing our wellbeing can be useless for you now. It can also be useless for you now and forever. He permits evil to
happen and has ways of dealing with it that look strange to us the ants that we are. He might never be able to act on his love
for us.

If you are atheist, you don't have to struggle with your perception that God's love is useless for you. You merely accept that
the universe does not care if you live or die.
Is the Christian who follows a God who has less emotion than a boulder really any better off than the atheist who accepts
that the universe does not have any concern for her?
A worldview in which one thinks the following is horrendous,
there is a state of everlasting torment.
there is a God who manipulates us by using our suffering to do good.
there is a God demands that we believe he loves us though a being that uses our suffering to do good is a manipulator and
not one who loves us.
It would follow that though a mildly depressed person may be a depressive realist, the severely depressed person may be a
depressive realist too if he really accepts such a worldview. The mildly depressed will be realistic about life and the world.
The severely depressed has worse than them to think about. The worse the things you have to be realistic about then the
worst the depression you will need to have if it helps you be realistic.
It follows that severe depression is a blessing if it is true that surrender to God is all that matters in life. And Jesus said we
must love God as Lord totally - in other words, submit lovingly and totally.

We refuse to suggest such a thing. We side with people not some idea about God.
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